
1.  This dish is very salty, ... too much salt in it.

A) it was B) there was

C) it is D) there is

E) there are

2.  Choose the correct variant.

She didn't let him ... her phone.

A) to use B) used C) use

D) using E) uses

3. Choose the correct word.

There … political news on TV every day.

A) is  a few

B) isn’t hardly any

C) hasn’t been

D) are too much

E) is too much

4.  Match the parts.

1. correct                a) a dictionary

2. borrow               b) the whiteboard

3. clean                   c) someone’s mistakes

4. watch                 d) a video

A) 1-b, 2-a, 3-b, 4-d

B) 1-c, 2-a, 3-b, 4-d

C) 1-a, 2-d, 3- b, 4-c

D) 1-c, 2-a, 3-d, 4-b

E) 1- d, 2-c, 3-a, 4-b

5.  Choose the correct article. 

We have ... dinner at 2 o'clock in... morning.

A) a,the B) a, - C) the, -

D) the,a E) -,the

6.  Choose the correct prepositions. 

He goes ... bed ... 10 o'clock.

A) in, into B) on, by

C) to, in D) into, in

E) to, at

7.  Choose the correct answer.   

O kitablar maraqlıdır.

A) Those books is interesting.

B) These books is interesting.

C) These books are interesting.

D) This book is interesting.

E) Those books are interesting.

8. Choose the correct pronouns.

........... asked .......... how old I was.

A) He, his B) She, he

C) They, we D) He, me

E) He, my

9.  Choose the correct preposition.

Our tennis class is... the evening.

A) at B) on C) in

D) into E) onto

10.  Choose the correct word.

Do you... TV at weekends?

A) watch B) are watch

C) watches D) watched

E) watching

11.  Choose the correct variant. 

Put the books back __ the shelf after the class, 

please.

A) into B) on C) up

D) in E) at

12.  Choose the correct modal verb. 

I ... accept your invitation because I ... to work 

late.

A) could, may B) can't, have

C) can, mustn't D) can, should

E) could, haven't

13.  Choose the correct variant.

They have some lovely pictures __ the wall. 

A) in B) by C) near       D) on E) into

14.  Choose the correct variant.

If she ……...… to Paris, she ……………… us a 

postcard.

A) went, will sent

B) goes, will send

C) will go, will send

D) goes, sent

E) will go, send 
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15.  Choose the correct variant:

Jane ... sister is an actress is my friend.
A) whose B) who's C) which

D) who E) what

16.  Choose the correct words to the given 

definitions:

1. ... is a thing for sleeping in.

2. ... is a thing for drawing lines with.

3. ... is a thing for looking  words up in.

4. ... is a thing for taking photos.

A) bad, pens, dictation, picture

B) bed, pencil, dictionary, camera

C) chair, felt-pens, dictations, cameras

D) sofa, pencils, dictations, view

E) armchairs, pencil, dictionaries, scenery

17.  Match the words.

1. 20$               a) a speed

2. 70km/h          b) a percentage

3. 100%             c) a sum of money

A) 1-c; 2-a; 3-b B) 1-c; 2-b; 3-a

C) 1-b; 2-a; 3-c D) 1-a; 2-b; 3-c

E) 1-a; 2-c; 3-b

18.  Change the sentence into the Past Simple. 

I see a bird.
A) I sawed a bird. B) I seen a bird.

C) I saw a bird. D) I seeing a bird.

E) I did see a bird.

19.  Choose the correct variant.

He …....... Maths, Science and History.

A) to like B) likes

C) liking D) was like

E) don’t like

20.  Make up a sentence.

1. has 2. a group of students  

3. created  4. for  

5. homeless children  6. charity  

7. events

A) 4, 6, 5, 2, 1, 3, 7 B) 2, 1, 3, 6, 7, 4, 5

C) 2, 1, 3, 6, 7, 5, 4 D) 4, 3, 5, 1, 6, 7, 2

E) 7, 3, 2, 6, 5, 4, 1

21.  Choose the correct word.

Jane, bring ... and sweep the floor.
A) the knife B) the chalk

C) the broom D) the book

E) the key

22.  Choose the line of plural nouns.

A) men, families, shelves, teeth

B) leaves, fish, friend, foxes

C) children, boxs, watchs, wife

D) men, city, sheep, shelf

E) woman, books, boxes, fishes

23.  Choose the correct sentence.

A) My friend not play tennis at weekends.

B) My friend doesn't play tennis at weekends.

C) My friend is not play tennis at weekends.

D) My friend are not play tennis at weekends.

E) My friend don't play tennis at weekends.

24.  Choose the correct variant.

All the teachers here are ____ . I've learned a lot

from them. 

A) more better B) well

C) good D) best

E) bad

25.  Choose the correct negative sentences. 

1. They hadn't to go to the meeting. 

2. You mustn't trust him. 

3. She mustn't do nothing without him. 

4. James doesn't do shopping on weekdays.

A) 1,3 B) 3,4   C) 2,4    D) 2,3    E) 1,2

26.  Choose the correct word 

He speaks so fast ... I can't understand anything.

A) so B) where C) that

D) as E) else

27.  Choose the correct tense form.

Nelly can't come to the phone because she ... the 

dinner now.

A) cooked B) is cooking

C) has cooked D) cooks

E) was cooking

28.  Choose the logically correct variant.

It's wrong ... .

1.to judge people by their appearance

2.to apologize when you offend somebody

3.to waste time 

4.to wear a seat belt while driving

A) 1,4      B) 2,3      C) 3,4     D) 1,3 E) 2,4
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29.  Choose the synonym of the underlined word. 

Our strength is in our knowledge.

A) success B) wealth C) duty

D) progress E) power

30.  Match the words and choose the correct variant.

1. lock                     a. a gun

2. carry                          b. a house

3. break                   c. a window

4. break into            d. a door

A) 1-b; 2-a; 3-c; 4-d B) 1-a; 2-c; 3-d; 4-b

C) 1-c; 2-b; 3-d; 4-a D) 1-d; 2-a; 3-c; 4-b

E) 1-b; 2-c; 3-a; 4-d

31. Choose the correct variant.

___ police ___ had a lot of support from ___ 

general public over this issue.

A) the, have, the      B) a, have, ~ 

C) the, has, the D) the, has, ~  

E)~, has, a

32. Choose the correct articles.

___ pine grows in ___ northern countries.

A) ~, ~        B) a, ~       C) the, ~        

D) the, the      E) ~, a

33. Choose the correct variant.

There are ___ shops at the end of the street I live

in but ___ sell books.

A) some, no               

B) a few, any of them

C) few, neither of them

D) a few, none of them     

E) little, neither

34. It was ___ beautiful afternoon ___ we went to 

the beach.

A) so, that   B) such, than   

C) ~, so that    D) such a, that    

E) such a, than

35. After ___ period of drought it started raining 

___day.

A) six month, one           

B) a six months’, every     

C) a six month’s, some

D) the six month, every 

E) six months, a

36. Choose the correct tense form.

The vacation ___ great fun. 

A) are       B) was       C) have been       

D) is being E) were

37. Choose the correct tense form.

It ___ for some time that if the young of 

domestic animals ___ penicillin their growth 

rate is significantly increased.

A) was known, will be fed

B) is known, be fed

C) has been known, are fed

D) is being known, would be fed

E) is known, are being fed up

38. He looked across the street ___ if they ___.

A) to see, were waiting    B) and see, wait    

C) to look, are waiting    D) see, will be waiting  

E) saw, will wait

39. What question ___ when the talks ___ off?

A) is considered, break

B) was considering, broke

C) had been considered, are broken

D) was being considered, were broken

E) was being considering, were broken

40. Don’t ride that way. The road ___ since March.

A) repairs               

B) is repairing  

C) has been repaired

D) has been repairing 

E) is been repaired
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